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Abstract 
Let { Pk } be any sequence of the classical orthogonal polynomials. We give explicitly a second-order recurrence r lation 
(in k) for the coeffÉcients in PiPj - i+j • • ~k=ll-jlc(l,J, k) Pk. This result is obtained by a method which is alternative to the one 
proposed recently by A. Ronveaux et al. Applications of the result to some named systems of classical orthogonal 
polynomials are given. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {Pk(X)}  be any system of the classical orthogonal polynomials (i.e., associated with the 
names of Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite and Bessel): 
f l  o (X)Pk(x )P , (x )dx  = 6k, hk (k,l = O, 1, ), D m ~ 
where hk ~ 0 (k = O, 1, ... ); the support I of the weight function ~ is [ -  1, 1], [0, ~) ,  ( -  oo, oo) 
and {z e C:]zl = 1}, respectively. Besides the three-term recurrence relation 
XPk(X) = ~o(k)Pk- l (x)  + ~l(k)Pk(X) + ¢2(k)Pk+l(x) 
(k = O, 1 . . . .  ; P - l (x )  - O, Po(x) = 1), (1.1) 
these polynomials enjoy a number of similar properties which in turn provide characterizations of 
them ([2, pp. 150-152], or [7, Ch. II]). We shall need four of those properties. 
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First, the weight function Q satisfies a differential equation of the Pearson type 
(ao)' = zO, (1.2) 
where a is a polynomial of degree at most 2, and z is a first-degree polynomial. 
Second, for arbitrary n, the polynomial P, obeys the second-order differential equation 
~2Pn(x)  =- {o-D 2 + z~) + )~n D } Pn(X) =- 0, (1.3) 
where D := d/dx, D is the identity operator, and 
1 2, :=- -sn[ (n -1 )a"+2z ' ]  (ne~) .  (1.4) 
Third, we have the so-called structure relation 
a(x)•Pk(X) = do(k)Pk l(x) + dl(k)Pk(X) + d2(k)Pk+l(x) (k >~ 0). (1.5) 
Last, we have the Rodriguesformula 
Pk(X) = O~x) ~)k[ak(x)o(X)] (k = 0, 1, ... ), (1.6) 
where Bk is a normalization factor. One consequence of this formula is the following explicit 
expression for the leading coefficient ak in the expansion Pk(X) = akx* + ." : 
k-1  
1 ak=Bk H (z '+5(k+l -1 )a" )  (k=0,1  . . . .  ). (1.7) 
l=0 
Recently, Yfifiez et al. [11] (see also [12]) have shown that the coefficients ~i(k) and di(k) of the 
relations (1.1) and (1.5), respectively, can be expressed in terms of the coefficients a and ~ of Eq. (1.2). 
In a recent paper, Ronveaux et al. [9] have shown that there exists a second-order recurrence 
relation (in k) of the form 
5~*c(i,j,k) =- A*(k)c(i,j,k - 1) + A*(k)c(i,j,k) + A~(k)c(i,j,k + 1) = 0 
( l i - - j ]  + 1 ~< k ~< i + j ) ,  (1.8) 
obeyed by the coefficients c(i,j, k) in 
i+j 
P~Pj= ~ c(i,j,k)Pk, (1.9) 
k=li-jl 
called the linearization coefficients of the polynomials {Pk} (see [1, Lecture 5]). These coefficients 
can be found by use of the recurrence relation (1.8) in the backward direction, together with the 
initial conditions 
c(i,j,i + j + 1) = O, c(i,j,i + j) -- a~aj (1.10) 
ai+j " 
Obviously, the above-given result is equivalent to the existence of a recurrence of the form 
SIi,j,k =-- Ao(k)li,j,k-1 + Al(k)Ii,j,k d- A2(k)Ii,j,k+l = 0 (li - J l  + 1 <~ k <~ i +j)  (1.11) 
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for the integrals 
Ii,j,k := .[r O(x)Pi(x)Pj(x)Pk(X) dx, 
as  
Ii,j,k = hke(i,j, k). 
The initial conditions for (1.11) are 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
Ii j i+j+ 1 = O, I i  j i+ j  = h i+ j  a ia j  . (1.14) 
. . . .  a i+ j  
In the present paper we propose an alternative t chnique of derivation of the recurrence r lation 
(1.11). The difference operator Lf is given in terms of a, z and the difference operators .T and 9, 
defined implicitly by the right-hand sides of (1.1) and (1.5), respectively (see Theorem 2.6). 
Applications of the result o some named systems of classical orthogonal polynomials are given (see 
Section 3). 
2. General result 
Given a function f let us define 
ak[ f ] := ~ bk[ f ]  
bk[ f ]  := f O(X)Pk(X)f(x)dx 
3I 
(k = 0,1, . . .) .  
0_:= UI3. 
We have the following lemma. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
We have a formal Fourier expansion f ~ ~k~= oak [ f ] Pk. 
Let f and 9 be the difference operators, defined by 
,T:= ~o(k)g -1 + ~l(k)d + ~2(k)g, (2.1) 
9 := do(k)8 -1 + d,(k)d + d2(k)8 (2.2) 
(cf. (1.1) and (1.5), respectively), where J is the identity operator, and 8 m the ruth shift operator: 
Jbk [ f ]  = bk[f] ,  8mbk[f]  = bk+,,[f] (m ~ 7/). For the sake of simplicity, we write 8 in place 
of 81 . 
Further, let us introduce the differential operators U and B_ by the following formulae: 
:= o-~ + zD, 
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Lemma 2.1. (Lewanowicz [6]). The coefficients bk[ f ]  obey the identities 
bk[qf  ] = q(Yg)bk[ f ] (q-arbitrary polynomial), 
~bk[lD f ] = 2kbk[ f ], 
bk[Uf ]  = -- ~bk[ f ] ,  





Proof. When q(x) = x, identity (2.5) is obviously true in view of (1.1) and (2.1). It is easy to obtain 
a generalization of this result to the case of arbitrary polynomial q. 
We will prove the identity (2.6). Using (1.5), integrating by parts, and then using the equation 
(apP'k)' = -- 2kPPk (cf. (1.3) and (1.2)), we get 
~bk[~ f ]  = ~ f iPPk f '  = frPaP'kf' 
= f t (PaP'kf) ' - -  f1(PaP'k)'f=2k f lPPk f  
= 2kbk[f] .  
In a similar way, using (apP,)' = p(aP'k + ZPk), we obtain 
=-- f lp (aP 'k+ZPk) f=- - f lP~Pkf - - fPZPkf  
= - ~bk[ f ]  - bk[Zf]. 
Hence, in view of (2.3), follows the identity (2.7). 
We have, using (2.4), (2.7) and (2.6), 
bk[tl- f ] = bk[U f ' ]  = -- ~bk[ f ' ]  = -- 2kbk[ f ]. 
This proves the validity of (2.8). [] 
Remark 2.2. The above proof was given already in [6]. We repeat it here for the sake of 
completeness. 
The following lemma can be deduced from the results given by Ronveaux et al. in [9], which are 
obtained by improving and generalizing an idea of Hylleraas [5]: 
Lemma 2.3. The product PiPj (i,j >>- O) satisfies the following differential equation of the fifth order: 
Qsf  = ( I~2Q 3 -I- Q1) f= O, (2.9) 
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where 
Q2 := ~- 4- ( 7Jr - -  art) ~, (2.10) 
Qa:= [U + (z - o")D] L + (2, + 2j)[2U - o'D], (2.11) 
Q1 := (2, - 2j)z[u + (o" - z)D]. (2.12) 
Remark 2.4. In [8], it was shown that the product P, Pj satisfies also the fourth-order differential 
equation 
Q4f= 0, (2.13) 
where Q4 = ~lQ3 + (,~i - ,~,j) 20"fl, and Q1 = U - o-% (Notice that Q5 = DQ4.) 
In this connection, see Remark 2.7. 
Remark 2.5. Note that in the case i - - j  Eq. (2.9) may be replaced by the third-order equation 
Q3f= 0 (2.14) 
with Q3 given by (2.11). 
Theorem 2.6. Let us define the difference operator J/g('J) by the formula 
"~/~('J) = (Tt('~)(['~'k --  '~i --  "~j]~-~) - -  t(5~(')( '~'kJ)  4- ~( [~ 'k  - -  22, -  22j]3).  (2.15) 
Further, let us define the difference operator 5¢ by 
5'~:= (z' - ~" - 2k)J/g tij) + (2/-- 2j)2 Ira'(f) -- Z(g) -- 9 ] .  (2.16) 
Then, for arbitrary i, j the second-order recurrence relation 
~I i ,  j, k = 0 (li --j[ + 1 <~ k <<, i +j )  (2.17) 
holds with the initial conditions (1.14). For i = j  this recurrence simplifies to 
-~(i i ) I i ,  i, k : 0 (1 ~ k ~ 2i). 
Proof. Let us denote Q,j:= PiPj. Obviously, 
I , ,Lk  = bk[Q i j ]  , c(i,j,k) = ak[Q.i j  ]. 
By Lemma 2.3, 
bk[QsQij] = O. 
We show that the identity 
bk[Q5 Q,j] = £,¢bk[Q,j] 
(2.18) 
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holds. First, observe that by virtue of Lemma 2.1, we have the following identities: 
bk[Q l f  ] = (2, -- 2j)2 {bk[EJ f ] + bk[ (a' -- z ) f ]}  
= (2 , -  2j)2 {a ' ( f )  -- z ( f )  -- -~}bk[ f ] ,  
bk [Q2f  ] = (z' -- a" -- 2,)bk[ f ], 
bk [Qaf ]  = bk[UJl f ]  + bk[(Z - a')N f ]  (2.19) 
+ (2, + 2j){2bk[O-Jf] -- bk [a ' f ]}  
=~(2kbk[  f ]) --(Z -- a')( f )(2kbk[ f ]) 
-- (2, + 2j){2~bk[ f ] + a ' ( f )bk[  f ] } 
= .~(i J )bk[f] .  
Thus, making use of (2.9)-(2.12), and applying again Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
bk[QsQi j ]  = bk[Q2QaQi j ]  + bk[QIQ i j ]  
= (~' - a"  - 2k )bk[QaQ, j ]  + (2 , -  2j)2 {a ' ( f )  -- ~(%) -- ~}bk[Q,~]  
= (z' - -  a" -- 2k)./#('J)bk [Q,y] + (2 , -  2j) 2 {a ' ( f )  -- z ( f )  -- 9}  bk[Q,j] 
= 5obk[Qij]. 
In case i =j,  Eq. (2.14) and the identity (2.19) imply (2.18). 
As the difference operators z ( f )  and ~ are both of order two, and the order of a ' ( f )  is not 
greater than 2, it is clear that both operators J//(~) and 5 ° are of order two. [] 
Remark 2.'/. Using the fourth-order differential equation (2.13) 
recurrence relation 5OI,,j.k = 0 of order 2 + deg o-, where 
~6~.= {9  -- O"( f )}~/~ (ij) ~- (2 i -- 2 j )20"(~).  
Corollary 2.8. The recurrence (2.17) can be written in the scalar form as 
Ao(k)I,, j ,k-1 + Al(k)I i , j ,k + Az(k)I,,j.k+x = 0 ([i - j [  + 1 <~ k <<. i +j) ,  
where 
Am(k) := (z' - a" - 2k)Bm(k) + (2, - 2j)2C,,(k) (m = 0, 1,2). 
Here we use the notation 
B,.(k):= ~,.(k)(a"t~a+,. ~ - Z'2a+,.-~) + dm(k)Vk+,.-, 
+ &, - -  
C.,(k) := (a" - V)~,,(k) - din(k) + a,., [a'(0) - v(0)], 
instead of (2.9) leads to the 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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for m = 0, 1, 2, and 
#k := 2k - 2i - 2 j ,  
Vk := 2k -- 22i -- 22j. 
Further, the scalar form of the recurrence (2.18) is 
Bo(k)Ii, i,k-1 + Ba(k)li, i,t + Bz(k)Ii, i,k+l = 0 (1 ~< k -%< 20, (2.22) 
where the coefficients Bin(k) are given by (2.21) with #k := 2k -- 22i, Vk := ~-k -- 42i. 
Proof. Notice that o-'(Y') = a"~ + a'(0) J ,  z(X) = z'Y" + r(0) J .  Making use of this observation as 
well as of the definitions of the operators Y" and 9 ,  we write the difference operators 5° and J//"J) in 
the form 
2 2 
5O = ~ am(k)e,,-1, ~/b)= ~ Bm(k)em-,, 
m=0 m=0 
with Am(k) and Bin(k) given in the corollary. [] 
Remark 2.9. In [-9], the last step of the method leading to a recurrence relation equivalent to (2.20) 
(or (2.17)) was discussed in detail. However, the explicit forms for the coefficients of the relation 
were given for the special case i = j only (cf. (2.22)). 
3. App l i ca t ions  
Now, we can consider separately cases of the Bessel, Hermite, Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials. 
Substituting in Corollary 2.8 the pertinent expressions for a, r, Bk, YC, ~ and hk (see Appendix, 
Tables 2 and 3), we obtain the results given below. We employ the notation of 1-2] for the classical 
orthogonal polynomials. The Pochhammer symbol (a),, has the meaning 
(a)o:= 1, (a),, := a(a + l) .-. (a + m -1 )  (m = l, 2, .. . ). 
3.1. Bessel polynomials 
We consider the generalized Bessel polynomials, i.e., Pk = Y~ in A1-Salam's notation (see [2, pp. 
181-183]). Integrals 
I i , j ,k: :  ix[=1 x~e-2/xY~(x)Yf(x)Y~(x)dx 
satisfy the recurrence 
Ao(k)Ii,j,k-1 + Al(k)Ii,j,k + A2(k)Ii, j,k+l = 0 (1i - J l  + 1 ~ k ~ i + j ) ,  
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where 
Ao(k):= (k)2(2k + a + 2)[(k + a) 2 - (i - j )2 ] [ (k  + a)2 _ (i + j  + ~ + 1)2], 
A l (k ) := - 2(k + 1)(2k + a + 1)(k + ~) 
x [2Z + (2k -- 2i -- 2j)(22, -- a) -- (2, -- 2j)=], 
A2(k):= (k + ~)2(2k + a)[(k + 1) 2 - (i - j )2 ] [ (k  + l) 2 - (i + j  + ~ + 1)2]. 
Here2k=-k(k+a+ 1). 
Therefore, the l inearization coefficients in 
i+j 
Y~(x) Y~(x) = ~" c(i, j ,k)Y~(x) 
k=li- j l  
obey the recurrence 
(3.1) 
(2k + e + 3) 
Ao(k)c(i,j, k - 1) 
(2k + a - 1)(2k + a + 3) 
(k + 1)(k + ~)(2k + a + 1) 
Al(k)c(i,j, k) 
(2k + a - 1) 
+ (k + a)2 A2(k)c(i,j,k + 1) = 0 (li - j ]  + 1 ~< k ~< i + j )  (3.2) 
with the initial condit ions 
c(i,j,i + j + 1) = 0, c(i,j,i + j) (~ + i + 1)i(c~ +j  + 1)j 
= (a + i + j  + 1)i+j (3.3) 
This result seems to be new. 
We have tested on several numerical  examples the backward recursion algorithm based on (3.2), 
(3.3). The calculations were performed on a 486-based personal computer,  in the extended 
arithmetic (about 18 decimal digits). The explicit representation of Bessel polynomials [2, p. 183] 
implies that Y~(0) = 1 (k = 0, 1 . . . .  ). Using this in (3.1) we obtain 
i+j 
c(i , j ,k)= 1 (i,j>lO). 
k=[i-jd 
Thus, the quantity 
Ai~:= i~  ~(i,j,k) -- 1 , 
k=li-j] 
where Y(i,j, k) are the values of the coefficients obtained in the floating-point arithmetic, can be 
considered as a measure of the accuracy of the results. 
The values of Aij obtained for ~ = 0 are given in Table 1. For  e > 0, the results were slightly 
better. 
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Table 1 
Numerical computation of c(i,j, k) for Bessel polynomials 
i j Aij i j Aij 
5 5 3.3"10 -19 10 15 3.5"10 -17 
10 2.1"10 -18 20 9.3"10 -16 
15 1.1"10 -17 15 15 2.2"10 -19 
20 2.6' 10 -17 20 1.5' 10 -16 
10 10 1.1' 10 -19 20 20 1.1' 10 -19 
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3.2. Hermite polynomials 
Integrals 
li,j,k :=  e Hi(x)Hj(x)Hk(X ) dx 
oC 
satisfy the recurrence 
4k(k+ 1) (k - i - j -1 ) l i , j , k_X- [ (k+l )  2 - ( i - j )2 ] I i , J , k+ l=0 ( [ i - j [+ l  ~<k~<i+j ) .  
This together with (1.13) implies the recurrence 
(k - i - j  - 1)c( i , j ,k  - 1) - [(k + 1) 2 - ( i - j )E ]c ( i , j , k  + 1) = 0 ([i - J [  + 1 ~< k ~< i +j) ,  
with the initial conditions 
c(i, j , i  + j  + 1) = 0, c( i , j , i  + j )  = 1. 
An explicit formula for the linerization coefficients c(i,j, k) can be obtained using this equation, 
which agrees with the well-known result of Feldheim (see [3] or [1, Lecture 5]): 
Hi(x)Hj(x)= E 2kk! Hi+j-2t(x). 
k=O k 
3.3. Laguerre polynomials 
Integrals 
fo  x=e-xL~(x)L~(x)L~(x)  dxli, j,k 
satisfy the recurrence 
2(k + a)(k - i - j  - 1)I, , j ,k-1 -- {(k + 1) 2 --(i  _ j )2  + (2k + 1)(k - i - j -  1)}I,,j.k 
+[(k+ 1) 2 - ( i - j )2 ] I i , j , k+ l  =0 ( [ i - - j [+  l< .k<~i+j ) .  
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This together with (1.13) implies the following recurrence: 
2(k)z(k - i - j -  1)c(i,j,k - 1) - (k + 1){(k + 1) z - ( i - j ) z  + (2k + 1) (k -  i - j -  1)}c(i,j,k) 
+(k+~+ 1)[(k + 1) 2 - ( i - j )Z ]c ( i , j , k+ 1)=0 ( [ i - j [  + 1 <.k<~i+j)  




The initial conditions are 
c(i,j,k)L~(x). 
c ( i , j , i+ j+ l )=O,  c ( i , j , i+ j )=( i+ i J  ) .  
Watson [lO] gave the following explicit expression for c(i,j,k) in terms of a terminating 
hypergeometric sum 3Fz(1): 
1 k k i 
( , 1  t) k+~+ 1 ,~(k - t - j ) ,~(k - i - j+  1) × 3F2 k -- i + 1, k - j  + 1 1 
( l i - j [~<k~<i+j ) .  
For a = 0, Gillis and Weiss [4] gave a third-order ecurrence relation for Ii,j,k. 
3.4. Ultraspherical polynomials 
We use the usual notation C~, for the ultraspherical (Gegenbauer) polynomials, 
(2v), p~-  1/2,v- 1/2)(X ) (V ~> --  21, V -7 (: 0), 
(v + 
where P~'~) denotes the kth Jacobi polynomial. Integrals 
Ii,j,k := (1 -- X2) v- 1/2 C~(x)Cf(x)C[(x) dx (3.4) 
-1  
satisfy the recurrence 
Bo(k)Ii,j,k-l -- Bl(k)Ii,j,k+l =0 (bi--j[ + l <~ k <<. i +j), (3.5) 
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where 
Bo(k):= [(k + 2v --  1) 2 - - ( i - - j )Z ] (k  d- 2v --  1) 2 - - ( i  +j  + 2v)2], 
Ba(k ) := [(k + 1) 2 - (i - j )2 ] [ (k  + 1) 2 - (i + j  + 2v)2]. 
Us ing  (1.13) wi th  hk = X/~(2V)kF(V + ½)/[(k + v)k!  F(v) ] ,  we obta in  the recur rence  re lat ion for the 
l inear i zat ion  coeff icients: 
(k)E(k + v + 1)Bo(k)c ( i , j , k  - 1) - (k + v - 1)(k + 2v - 1)2B l (k )c ( i , j , k  + 1) = 0 
( [ i - J l+  1 ~<k~<i+j ) .  
The  init ial  cond i t ions  are 
c(i,j,i+j+l)=O, c(i,j,i+j)=(i+iJ)(v)i(v)~ 
Dougall gave an explicit expression for c(i,j, k) (see, e.g., [1, Lecture 5] or [5]), which verifies the 
above recurrence. 
Appendix. Data of the classical orthogonal polynomials 
Table 2 








x 2 -  1 
(y + 1)x + 6 
- k(k + 7) 
( -  1)k2-k/k! 
{2(k + a)(k + fl)(2k + 7 + (.Ok -1  1 )~ -1  
- 6 (?  - t ) (2k  + 7) J  
+ 2(k + 1)(k + 7)(2k + 1' - 1)¢ t 
- 2 (k  + ? ) (ok  1 
f(k + ~)(k + fl)(2k + 7 + 1)¢- 1 X 
t 
- (k)2(2k + 7 - 1)¢ t + 6k(2k + 7) J  
2 rF (k+a+ 1)F(k+f l+ l )  





- (k  + ~)g-  1 
+(2k+~+l) J - (k+l )~ 
- (k  + ~)~ -1 +ko¢ 
r(1 + ~ + k) 
k! 
Remark: 7 : = ~ + fl + 1, 6 := a - fl, (o k .'= (2k + ), - 1)3. 
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Table 3 
Hermite and Bessel polynomials 
Hermite Bessel 
6 1 X 2 
z - 2x (5 + 2)x + 2 
2k 2k -- k(k + ~ + 1) 
Bk (-- 1) k 2 -k 
Y( k~ -1+ ½~ - 2COk~ {k(2k + ~ + 2)g - l  + ~(2k + ~ + l ) J  
- (k + ~ + 1)(2k + ~)8}  
2k~ -1 - 22k~Okl {(2k + ~ + 2)g -1 
-- 2(2k + ~ + 1)J  + (2k + ~)g} 
k~ 
hk ~/~2kk[ (-- 1) k+l 
(2k + ct + 1)(ct + 1)k 
Remark: COk := (2k + 5)3. 
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